AJIS EDITORIAL

AJIS publishes high quality contributions to theory and practice in the global Information Systems discipline. While research is global, AJIS contributions should have an emphasis on the Australasian context of the work. The journal welcomes papers on research and conceptual development based in a very wide range of inquiry methods, ways of thinking and modes of expression. Over half of the submissions to AJIS in the last 6 months were declined as they do not explicitly contribute to the development of the discipline. AJIS is an academic journal and submissions need to make scholarly and/or research contribution.

This issue of the Journal is composed of two Featured Themes, one on SME’s edited by Craig Parker, and the other on Governance edited by John Weckert. Each Featured Theme commences with a short paper introducing the theme and positioning the work.

My thanks to Craig Parker and John Weckert for their editorial work in the Featured Themes. Thanks also go to the authors whose contribution is much appreciated.

My sincere thanks also to Craig McDonald for his continued help in producing this issue. I also thank John Campbell, and Acklesh Prasad and Nick Parsons for their dedicated work on the copyedit and journal issue administration.
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